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Finarevive Fount Rescue 
FOUNT LIFE EXTENDER  

 
Finarevive Fount Rescue suspends built-up calcium within fountain solutions to extend the life of the 
solution and facilitate the production of sharp, clean halftones, reverses and screens without the 
need to change solution. 
 
Calcium carbonate enters the fount solution system from paper fillers and both weakens and 
neutralises the solution. This causes press problems including filling in reverses and fine screens, 
image blinding and uneven wetting. Finarevive Fount Rescue is an effective way to control these 
issues and avoid premature replenishing of the fountain solution, improving output quality as well as 
saving time and money. 
 
Additionally, Finarevive Fount Rescue runs metallic inks with the ease of conventional inks, reduces 
water settings, prints dense solids and helps eliminate ghosting. It also stops scratches, scumming 
and oxidation before they occur and removes them if already present. 
 

• Suspends built-up calcium within the fountain solution. 
• Keeps reverses razor sharp and fine screens clean. 
• Cleans and desensitises on every print cylinder revolution. 
• Eliminates scratches, scumming and oxidation. 

 
 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES     

Appearance:   Clear liquid 
Solubility:    Completely soluble in water  
VOC:    22 g/l 
Boiling Point:   90oC 
pH Concentrate:   2 
Odour:    Vinegar 
Relative Density:   1 at 20oC 
Flash Point:   No flash 
    
 

APPLICATION 
Dosage: Add 0.8% of Finarevive Fount Rescue per litre of mixed fountain solution. Increase to 1.6% of volume in 
water circulation system if required. For permanent removal of scratches during the print run add an additional 
0.8% of Finarevive Fount Rescue to the fountain solution system.  

 
To remove a scratch before the print run, first use a regular plate cleaner. Then pour Finarevive Fount Rescue onto 
a clean towel and wipe it onto the scratch on the plate. This will keep the scratch clean until the Finarevive Fount 
Rescue in the fountain system takes over. 
 

 
PACKAGING 

Finarevive Fount Rescue is supplied in 1 litre bottles and boxes of twelve 1 litre bottles 
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